Venus Drive: Stories

An intense, mordantly funny collection of
short fiction from the author of Home Land
and The Ask.A man with an old soul finds
himself at a Times Square peep show,
looking for more than just a little action. A
young man goes into some serious
regression after finding his deceased
mothers stash of morphine. A group of
summer-camp sadists return to the scene of
the crime. Sam Lipsytes brutally funny
narratives tread morally ambiguous terrain,
where desperate characters stumble over
hope, or sometimes merely stumble.
Written with ferocious wit and surprising
empathy, Venus Drive is a potent
collection of stories from a wickedly gifted
writer
(Robert
Stone).The
Picador
paperback edition includes an excerpt from
The Ask.

Venus Drive by Sam Lipsyte - book cover, description, publication history. At once shocking, inventive and funny,
these stories confirm Sam Lipsytes placeHome Fiction Short stories Venus Drive - Paperback At once shocking,
inventive and funny, these stories confirm Sam Lipsytes place amongst the veryEditions for Venus Drive: 1890447250
(Paperback published in 2000), 0312429606 Venus Drive > Editions Venus Drive: Stories (Kindle Edition).
PublishedVenus Drive is filled with grimly satisfying fractured insights and hardcore humor And so thats what Sam
Lipsytes stories dothey come at you like a fist, they Sam Lipsytes Venus Drive, a collection of short stories revolving
around a nameless small town that is home to the title streets shattered landVenus Drive has 942 ratings and 83 reviews.
Mykle said: This is another shorts collection where any single story in it could convince me that the guy is [Editorial
note: Biblioklept ran a version of this review last year we run it again in the spirit of Sam Lipsyte Week]. The thirteen
stories in Venus Drive compose aVenus Drive: Stories Paperback March 2, 2010. An intense, mordantly funny
collection of short fiction from the author of Home Land and The Ask. Sam Lipsytes brutally funny narratives tread
morally ambiguous terrain, where desperate characters stumble over hope, or sometimes Stories Sam Lipsyte These
stories have previously appeared in the following publications: Torquemada in The Quarterly The Morgue Rollers in
5_Trope Written with ferocious wit and surprising empathy, Venus Drive is a potent collection of stories from a
wickedly gifted writer (Robert Stone). Debut sheaf of short stories by a minimalist in the style of Raymond Carver and
Gordon Lish, master of the preshrunk sentence. Lipsyte no Lipsytes first book, a collection of stories titled Venus
Drive, is made of such bleak portraits -- we meet the aching and nearly defeated,Stories, Venus Drive, Sam Lipsyte,
Picador. Des milliers de livres avec la livraison chez vous en 1 jour ou en magasin avec -5% de reduction .Free
Shipping. Buy Venus Drive : Stories at . Sam Lipsytes Venus Drive, a collection of short stories revolving around a
nameless small town that is home to the title streets shattered landFrom the peep palaces of Times Square to the cubicles
of corporate America, Sam Lipsytes stories wander a dark, comic road full of need and regret.
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